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Notified electricity prices 2024-25 

15 December 2023 

This interim consultation paper (ICP) sets out the key issues for our determination of regulated retail 

electricity prices (notified prices) for regional Queensland to apply in 2024–25.  

Framework and approach 

We set notified prices based on the requirements of the Electricity Act 1994 and the delegation 

issued to us by the Minister for Energy, Renewables and Hydrogen (the Minister).1  

Box 1 sets out the key matters we must consider when setting notified prices. These matters are 

broadly consistent with the matters we were required to consider in previous determinations and 

with the way we set notified prices in the past. 

We have a well-established methodology and approach for setting notified prices. It is a cost-based 

approach under which the prices we set comprise of individual cost components including the:  

• network cost (N) component — this encompasses the distribution and transmission costs 

associated with transporting electricity to customers   

• retail cost (R) component — this captures the costs of buying and selling electricity to 

customers. It has two main elements: 

− energy costs, which cover the costs retailers incur when purchasing electricity in the 

national electricity market (NEM) for their customers (such as wholesale energy costs 

and other costs associated with the operation of the NEM)  

− retail costs, which cover the costs of running a retail electricity business (such as costs of 

billing systems and administrative costs).  

The notified prices we set represent the estimated costs to a retailer of supplying electricity to 

customers over the price determination period. Having said that, we do consider the Queensland 

 
 

1 We received the delegation on 14 December 2023. A copy of the delegation is provided in appendix A.  

Stakeholders are invited to make submissions on this consultation paper 

by 19 January 2024. 
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Government’s uniform tariff policy (UTP), which lowers prices for most customers in regional 

Queensland.    

Box 1: Overarching framework for our determination 

The Electricity Act requires us to have regard to the following factors when we set 

notified prices:2  

• the actual costs of making, producing or supplying the goods or services 

• the effect of the price determination on competition in the Queensland retail 

electricity market 

• any matter we are required by delegation to consider.3 

The Minister’s delegation (see appendix A) states the terms of reference for our 

review. Among other things, the delegation specifies particular policies, principles or 

other matters we must consider when making a determination, such as:  

• use of the network plus retail cost build-up methodology (N+R framework) to 

set notified prices. This methodology involves passing through network tariffs 

and prices approved by the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) and then 

adding retail and energy costs (which we determine)  

• the Queensland Government’s UTP, which provides that, wherever possible, 

customers of the same class should pay no more for their electricity, and 

should pay for their electricity via similar price structures, regardless of their 

geographic location. This means that for most customers prices are set at a 

lower level than the actual cost of supply, with the cost difference met by the 

Queensland Government through a community service obligation payment.  

 

For small customer tariffs, we also consider incorporating a standing offer adjustment (SOA). This is 

an additional amount included in notified prices that is intended to reflect the value of the more 

favourable terms and conditions in standard contracts relative to market contracts. However, we also 

consider reducing the SOA if notified prices exceed the equivalent default market offer (DMO)4 

reference bills set by the AER’s for south-east Queensland.  

Review process and consultation 

We invite all stakeholders, including members of the community, to participate in our review.  

We welcome feedback on all aspects of our review, including our existing methodology for setting 

notified prices. While the methodology and approach we apply to set notified prices is well-

established, we continue to look for ways to improve the accuracy of our estimates, building on the 

refinements made in the past. For example, to improve our wholesale energy cost estimates for 

 
 

2 Electricity Act s. 90(5)(a).  
3 We may also have regard to any other matter we consider relevant (s. 90(5)(b)).  
4 The AER sets a default market offer each year, which caps the price retailers can charge small customers on standard retail 

contracts in south-east Queensland.  
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2023–24 we incorporated additional advanced digital meter (ADM) data.5 We will consider any 

feedback in the context of our requirements under the Electricity Act and the delegation from the 

Minister (summarised in Box 1).   

We are also interested in stakeholders’ views on new matters in this year’s delegation, as listed in 

Table 1. 

Table 1: New matters in this year’s delegation 

1. Default retail tariff arrangements for small customers 

Under existing arrangements, if a small customer does not nominate a primary tariff when 

opening an electricity account, they are required to be assigned to a flat-rate tariff by default (i.e. 

tariff 11 or tariff 20).6 

This year, we are required to consider if there is an ongoing need for these default retail tariff 

arrangements. 

We welcome stakeholder feedback on this matter. In particular, we are interested in how 

retailers might act, in the absence of the default tariff arrangements, when customers do not 

nominate a tariff when they open an electricity account or when a deemed customer retail 

arrangement applies.7 

2. Small customer metering service costs 

Consistent with the approach we took last year, we plan to include small customer metering 

service costs into the R component of each tariff — based on the costs of metering services for 

customers in south-east Queensland (i.e. for Energex type 6 (basic) metering and advanced 

digital metering (ADM) services, and the deployment rate of ADMs in regional Queensland).  

While this year’s delegation is largely consistent with last year’s delegation, it does include some 

additional guidance around small customer ADM deployment information. Specifically, we 

should have regard to the replacement of distributor meters with ADMs using Ergon Energy 

Retail and other electricity retailer forecast deployment information for regional Queensland in 

2023–25 and existing deployed stock levels.8 This year, we are also required to consider 

applying a cost ‘true-up’ mechanism based on any differences between the forecast and actual 

volume of ADM installations for the previous tariff year (2022–23). 

We welcome stakeholder feedback on this matter. In particular, we are interested in stakeholder 

views on using a true-up mechanism to account for actual ADM deployment being higher (or 

lower) than the forecast used to set the small customer metering costs included in notified 

prices.  

3. Manual meter read fee — type 4A meters  

If a customer voluntarily disables the remote communication function on their digital meter (a 

type 4A meter), they need to pay a retail fee (per meter read) for a manual meter reading.  

Last year, we set this fee based on the AER-approved special meter read fee for Ergon 

Distribution.9   

 
 

5 QCA, Regulated retail electricity prices in regional Queensland 2023–24, final determination, June 2023, pp. 26–28. 
6 These default tariff arrangements do not prevent the customer from later nominating a different tariff.   
7 For example, a deemed customer retail arrangement can apply when a small customer starts consuming energy at a 

premises without first applying to a retailer for the provision of customer retail services (i.e. a move-in customer) — see ss. 
54–55 of the National Energy Retail Law (Queensland). 

8 In our last determination, we used forecast deployment information supplied by Ergon Energy as at 30 June 2024. 
9 QCA, Regulated retail electricity prices in regional Queensland 2023–24, final determination, June 2023, p. 18.  

https://www.qca.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/notified-prices-final-determination-june-2023.pdf
https://www.qca.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/notified-prices-final-determination-june-2023.pdf
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This year, the Minister asked us to consider setting charges ‘in a way that better reflects the cost 

associated with those [customer] choices.’10 In particular, we are required to consider setting a 

series of retail charges generally based on Ergon Energy Retail’s average costs of manually 

reading type 4A meters for different electricity feeder types.11   

We welcome stakeholder feedback on this matter. We note setting a series of fees would rely on 

relevant cost information from Ergon Energy Retail. 

Indicative consultation timetable 

The ICP is the first step in our price determination process. Stakeholders are invited to make a 

written submission on any issues relevant to our review by 19 January 2024. Information on 

making a submission is provided in the ‘Submissions’ section of this paper.  

We will consider all submissions received by this time in preparing our draft determination, which 

we expect to publish in March 2024. Our draft decision must be made within one week of the AER 

publishing its draft DMO decision (due early March 2024). 

The timetable below indicates when we intend to publish reports, hold stakeholder information 

sessions and seek further stakeholder submissions.  

Figure 1: Indicative timetable 

 

Stakeholders can subscribe to our email alerts to keep up to date with the latest developments on 

this review, including on the information sessions.  

  

 
 

10 Appendix A, Minister’s covering letter.  
11 Potentially relevant feeder types for regional Queensland include isolated feeders, long rural feeders, short rural feeders or 

urban feeders (Electricity Distribution Network Code, p. 35).  
 

Initial stage

ICP released                    

15 December 2023

Stakeholder submissions

due 19 January 2024

Mid stage

Draft determination    

March 2024

Information sessions

March - April 2024

Stakeholder submissions 

due April 2024

Final stage

Final determination      

by 7 June 2024

Notified prices apply

1 July 2024

https://www.qca.org.au/email-alerts/
https://www.qca.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/ednc-version-4-july-2020.pdf
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Submissions 

Closing date for submissions: 19 January 2024 

 

Public involvement is an important element of our decision-making processes. Therefore, we invite 

submissions from interested parties. We will take account of all submissions received within the 

stated timeframes. Submissions, comments or inquiries regarding this paper should be directed to: 

Queensland Competition Authority 

GPO Box 2257, Brisbane QLD 4001 

Tel (07) 3222 0555 

www.qca.org.au/submissions/ 

Confidentiality 

In the interests of transparency, and to promote informed consultation, we intend to make all 

submissions publicly available. However, if a person making a submission believes that information  

in it is confidential, they should claim confidentiality over the relevant information (and state the 

basis for that claim). We will assess confidentiality claims in accordance with the Queensland 

Competition Authority Act 1997. Among other things, we will assess if disclosure of the relevant 

information is likely to damage a person’s commercial activities, and we will consider the public 

interest. 

Claims for confidentiality should be clearly noted on the front page of a submission, and relevant 

sections of the submission marked as confidential. The submission should also be provided in both 

redacted and unredacted versions. In the redacted version, all information claimed as confidential 

should be removed or hidden. In the unredacted version, all information should be exposed and 

visible. These measures will make it easier for us to make the remainder of the document publicly 

available. A confidentiality claim template is available at www.qca.org.au/submission-policy/ 

The template gives guidance on the type of information that may help us to assess a confidentiality 

claim. We encourage stakeholders to use this template when making confidentiality claims. 

Public access to submissions 

Subject to any confidentiality constraints, submissions will be available for public inspection at our 

Brisbane office or on our website at www.qca.org.au/. If you experience any difficulty gaining 

access to documents, please contact us on (07) 3222 0555. 

  

http://www.qca.org.au/submissions/
http://www.qca.org.au/submission-policy/
https://www.qca.org.au/
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Appendix A: Minister’s delegation 
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